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Abstract: The universals of Christian culture penetrated into the territory of the North Caucasus due to the
desire of the local customers to preserve and to repeat in a temple the inner space of the model brought from
confessional centers. The temple was perceived as inward world: the space of liturgy enclosed with walls was
the main space and its form was of paramount importance for the missionary and for the customer. The
profound principals of Christian culture and temple construction were founded during the second period of
Christianization of the North Caucasus in the 10 -12  centuries, when building on the iconographic model wasth th

a priority in the public policy of temple construction. The temples of different compositional types were built
in this period in the North Caucasus: crossed-dome (or cross-in-square) temples, aisleless churches, hall
temples and basilicas,-mostly conformed to the models of religious centers. However, the diversified
architecture of this period was united by the similarity of the process of models’ regionalization. It consisted
the understanding of possibility to blend a temple harmoniously into the context of traditional culture, in the
effort to see the traditional features of a chosen model, to develop and to complete them.

Key words:Byzantine temple construction of the North Caucasus  Christian culture  Traditionalspacial
culture

INTRODUTION only in large centers, where governmental or ancestral

During the 10 -12 centuries, the successive interconnected with the pre-Christian principles of spatialth th

formation of the principles of temple construction such as location, which had the strongest influence in the
territorial and landscape location took place in the peripheral areas. The principles consisted in the placing
settlements’ structure. Formed in the early centuries of of  a  temple  in  high-altitude inaccessible places, in a
Christianity, during its adaption to the traditional culture, point of visual overview; in the taking of such natural
the methods of placing of the early objects of Christian factors as the way of the sun or the orientation of gorge
culture in the North Caucasus, such as stone crosses or into account; in tendency to build ensembles and
steles, were developed in the highlighted period and religious complexes; in the strengthening of churches’
completed in course of Christian churches’ building. In importance in a settlement along with the location of
the 10 -12  centuries the principles of architectural and smaller temples on the mountain tops around the mainth th

spatial organization of the territories of mountain pagan church; and finally in the organization of sacred objects
temples and of Christian churches became similar along of a complex in according with the patronymic structure of
with the peculiarities of its location. Moreover, in some the society.
regions of the North Caucasus even during the most
important wave of Christianization, there was a tendency MATERIALS AND METODS
to include new pagan sanctuaries (cromlechs, pillars) in
religious complexes where a Christian church was the The main objective in the construction of Christian
main object. The Byzantine principles of placing of a churches for the recently proselytized people was to give
temple in a settlement and the understanding of a temple them the opportunity to comprehend the divine mystery
as a place of burial were used in the highlighted period of  Christ's  teaching  through  the  contemplation  of  the

residences were located. But even there they were
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image of a church and of the actions that took place in the The lack of builders in this period promoted to the
inside. Typical only for medieval Christian culture, the
idea of divinely revealed temple chosen as model
predetermined the way of its using in the region. Without
written language, there was only oral transmission of the
information about the basics of Christian doctrine and
about the symbolic and figurative characteristics of a
model. The builders did not belong to the people who had
an ability to apprehend a revelation (clerics, heads of
states); therefore, the role of the customer was an
important factor determining the characteristics of models
used in the region during the studied period. Dynastic
and political relations of the rulers were important criteria
in selecting of the model. This choice of a particular
temple type reflected the self-identification of the
customer in new Christian culture.

At the same time, in Byzantine world there was a
method of work on the iconographic model, consisting in
multiple creative implementation of once seen divine
image of temple. With spreading of Christianity in the
North  Caucasus,  this principle became crucial. In this
 case, architectural   features  of  the  temple  constructed
on   the    iconographic    model    were    determined   by
the  system  of  architectural  and  building  preferences,
that was formed up to the 10 -12 centuries in a specificth th

confessional  center,  as  well  as  by  the  primary
importance of  internal  space  defined   by  peculiarities
of divine service.

Thus new Christian worldview has been brought to
the North Caucasus with the models of temples. In this
case, the previous world view was not rejected, but
reinterpreted with the aide of Christian teaching. It
contributed to the fact, that the copying of the planning
scheme of the model with a few additions or changes was
the main tendency of this particular period in the North
Caucasus. This principle of model’s use in this period was
available owing to the purposeful policy of
Christianization pursued by the following strong states of
the North Caucasus: Alania, Zichia (Zygii or Zugoi), Serir
(Sarir) and the Nokhchi Union.

The analysis carried out by the author in the region
revealed two types of models: primary and secondary.
Byzantine churches and the churches of neighboring
territories with Christian culture: Chersones us, the
Bosporan Kingdom, Abkhazia, Anatolia (Asia Minor),
Kartli, Armenia-acted as primary iconographic models.
Churches that have been built in this region previously
played a role of secondary models. Temples built on the
basis of secondary models had more pronounced features
of regionalism.

regionalization of Christian church’s image: local
craftsmen  of  the  whole   Caucasus   region  were
involved in the process of temple construction. The
community of some architectural and construction
methods,  that  was  observed  at  that  time  in  the
region, was typical for Byzantine provinces. That could
indicate the practice of chief craftsmen’s studying in
religious centers and the existence of interethnic building
crews that built temples throughout the territory noticed
above.

In the 10 century two types of the models of ath

crossed-dome  church:  “free  cross”  and  “inscribed
cross”-had  been  brought  from  the  Byzantine  Empire
and   its  eastern   provinces   to   Abkhazia,  Taurica
(Tauric   Chersonese,   Taurida)   and   the  North
Caucasus.  There  was  some   features  that  were
imported  from  Armenia  and  Kartli  to  the  mountain
areas of the Nokhchi Union, Dido (Serir) and Eastern
Alania: formed in the 7 -8  centuries, the type ofth th

domeless hall  churches  with  a  bypass  gallery,
sometimes called “basilica with abypass”;
trehtserkovnaya (three-hall) basilica in Georgia;
“domeless   three-hall   church”   with   the  inscribed
apse  appeared  in  the  11 century.  In  the  west  of  theth

North Caucasus the first basilica churches began to been
built. The term domeless three-hall church is proposed
for the first time; it signifies a temple with hall divided into
three parts by pilasters and arches from west to east. The
most common type of church at that period in the North
Caucasus was the aisleless hall temple with the inscribed
or protruding apse, commonly known both at the
peripheral areas of the Byzantine Empire and in its
provinces.

In the research, crossed-dome churches were
analyzed for identify the objects that were built on the
same model. The coincidence between the values of the
sides of the crossing square and overall exterior
dimensions, construction methods, variations of décor
and of compositional features were taken as a basis for
this analysis. The monuments of Transcaucasia (the
South Caucasus) were not included in the comparative
analysis that had for an object to identify the source of
models for the North Caucasus, because they differed in
the protruding apse from all temples of the North
Caucasus. This circumstance, as well as strong Byzantine
influence mentioned above, allowed limiting the search by
neighbouring areas of the Crimea, Abkhaziaand of the
coast of Asia Minor.
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At present eight temples of "free cross" composition in proportional system of buildings: in ratio of height to
are known in the North Caucasus: two temples in the width of its volumes, in presence of high drum (tholobate)
valley of the Bolshoi Zelenchuk River (10  century); one of the dome, in application of cornices and lunettes aboveth

temple in Arkhyz on the Tserkovnaya glade; two the entrance, in asymmetrically arranged portico entrances
churches in the Kyafargorge (10 century); Sentinsky opened to the north, to the south and to the west (Fig. 1).th

temple on the Teberda River (10  century); the Middle Comparison of mentioned temples makes possible toth

Zelenchuk temple that is the most complicated version of assume that the model has been copied entirely for this
this composition (10  century); and one cruciform temple compositions. It could be carried out by overallth

in Tmutarakan (10  century). In the Northern Black Sea measurements of its plan. As plan reflected the process ofth

region there are seven temples of this compositional type: Christian liturgy and there were no local peculiarities of
four temples in Chersonesus (6  and 10  centuries), divine service in Alania of this period, the customer hadth th

temples in village Bakla and in village Mangup (10 to strive for exact reproduction of the plan in the objectth

century, the Crimea); temple ¹ 7 in Pitiunt (7  century, under construction. At that time the elite of Alaniabeganth

Abkhazia). Comparison of the dimensions of crossing to break ground with adaptation of Christian culture and
square (of 3.0 m) with the overall dimensions revealed the to construct the first temples. Even external forms had to
identity between six temples of the North Caucasus (the be copied from the selected iconographic model as exactly
Sentinsky temple in Tmutarakan, churches in valleys of as possible. Analysis of historical events of the region
the Bolshoi Zelenchuk River and the KyafarRiver) and and documentary data compared with the peculiarities of
two temples of the 6  century in Chersonesus. Selection spatial compositions of the mentioned temples, allows toth

of the cruciform shape model for these temples of the join the opinion of some researchers, that this spacial and
North Caucasus and of the Northern Black Sea region planning composition type was brought in Alania from
could be conditional on its predomination role of tombs in Abkhazia and , accordingly, to Abkhazia from
the early Byzantine period and onthe symbolism of Chersonesus and Trebzon [7,4,5,8]. The study shows that
cruciform plan. The research revealed the identity the regional version of Christian temple construction in
between the Middle Zelenchuk temple, the temple of the Alania was based on the inscribed cross compositional
Tserkovnaya glade in the village of Arkhyz and the type. Perfect knowledge of Byzantine form-building
supposed model of the 8 -9 centuries in Paphlagonia on methods of temple construction allowed the providing ofth th

island of Buyukadanear Amasra. external forms with distinct regional identity, while
The following temples of this region can be referred maintaining anevident belonging of the object to

to inscribed cross type: North and South Zelenchuk Byzantine culture, like in Shoana Church.
temples in Lower Arkhyz village, Shoana Church For the first time basilicas appeared on the North
(Khumara Church) on the Teberda River (Karachay- Caucasus in the 10  century in remote places: in the
Cherkessia), the temple of Loo village (Krasnodar krai). In North-West Caucasus (Ilyich settlement and Kurdzhinovo
the Northern Black Sea region we can mark out: temples settlement) and in the North-East Caucasus (the Nokhchi
on the Bzyb River in Lykhny village, in Alakhadzi, Simon Union, Ingushetia) [9-12]. In the same period, basilicas
Zelotes church in Anakopia (Abkhazia), temples number was constructed in the Northern Black Sea region
2, 4, 9 in Chersonesus (Sevastopol, the Crimea) and St. (Chersonesus, Partenit, Myussera), but they had the
John the Baptist church in the Bosporan Kingdom (Kerch, features of eastern type of basilicas. Presumably, it took
the Crimea). They all date back to the 10 -11 centuries [1- a place due to the intensification of trade relations withth th

6]. Comparative analysis of its planning structure has Trabzon in 10 century, where basilicas were widespread
showed that these temples were built on the basis of one by that time. The study found, that the analogs from
model or served as a model for each other. The analysis Chersonesus and Abkhazia have served as a model for
has revealed that construction methods and the following the basilicas of the north-west Caucasus.
nuances of plan structure could be different: the depth of The construction of basilica temples in the north-east
the chancel or the side of the apse, absence of axial Caucasus should be related with the activity of Kartli and
symmetry and the shape of cruciform or rectangular presumably of Armenia [13-19]. There are two temples of
pillars. The identity of external volumetric and spatial this composition in the Assin gorge in Ingushetia
compositions of all these churches can be traced. Due to (Tkhaba-Yerdy (Tkhaba-Yerda) and Albi-Yerdy (Albi-
using of the appointed model (the question about the Yerda)) that were attributed by a number of features to the
nature of model remains open), similar features appeared type  of three-hall basilica, or Armenian hall churches with

th

th
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Fig. 1:  Comparative analysis of plans and moduls of church Black sea coast X-XI cc., that was build on one model

a bypass; but it was found that they had been built on the period (from the 10 century to the beginning of the 11
basis of different models. Tkhaba-Yerdy had several century) the temple suffered from one insignificant
periods of construction and was built earlier, in the end of makeover. The guideline for Albi-Yerdy was an unknown
9 -in the beginning of the 10 century. Both Georgian and Georgian model that has suffered significant changes andth th

Armenian temple of the 6 -7 centuries could serve as a probably the plan of Tkhaba-Yerdy as well. According toth th

model for Tkhaba-Yerdy. In the second construction the  common structural systems of Tkhaba-Yerdy and the

th th
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temples built in Ingushetia in the next period (in the 13 - allows us to make an assumption about the process ofth

14  centuries), there was an advance in the local structural penetration and transformation of the model of three-hallth

system of Tkhaba-Yerdy. It was a system of corbel lancet churches in the North Caucasus. The original composition
arches-ribs-already tested in house building. type (three-part hall dome church with pastophoria at the
Subsequently, this structural element that might have altar) could be formed in Armenia [20,21,22,23,24], where
acquired a sacred meaning begins to be repeated in it was represented by significant number of churches from
pediments of small crypts, where it lost constructive and the 9 century. These templeswere characterized by
obtains decorative and symbolic meaning. The structural narrow elongated double-level pastophorias on either side
system of Albi-Yerdywas not widespread in the churches of the apse or of the hall, distinct three-part division of
of the later period through its technical complicacy for temple space; inner dome on a trumpet vault without
local artists. The obtained great sacral meaning of tholobate located above the central hall;and by significant
Tkhaba-Yerdy was probably another reason. In all thickness of walls. The church at Datuna, which was
probability we can suppose the participation of Armenian probably based on a model of this type, had no dome, but
artists in the building of both temples. it was simulated by a cruciform ribs over the central hall.

It should be noted that functional schemes of basilica This type was transformed. It was represented by several
temples of the North Caucasus of the 10 -11 centuries monuments of the 10 -11 centuries on the areas adjacentth th

were identical. Both in the eastern and western areas the to Armenia (in Kartli and in north Asia Minor).It became
following similar methods were used: a narrow nave larger and had no dome; its short pastophoria in some
(naos)in the southern part with outside entrance and with cases turned into a floor or wall niches. Insignificantly
passage into the central hall; a northern nave (naos) changed this type of church penetrated in the territory of
divided by transverse wall into two parts with amemorium Dvaletia, in the kingdom Serir and the Nokhchi Union and
in the east part; the apse displaced relative to the East- became widespread along with intermediate variants of its
West axis; an original form of narthex; and a combination transformed composition [25-30].
of principles of spatial planning from different regions in The architectural features of aisleless churches with
one building (like division of space by walls, not by edging apse were connected with the development of this
columns, application of the edging apse and straight composition in Alania and with the dominated influence
ending of the aisles in Ilyichevskaya basilica or of the eastern part of the Byzantine Empire, which passed
combination of Armenian and Georgian architectural through Abkhazia and Chersonesus. The composition
elements in Tkhaba-Yerdy). varied with imposts, form of the apse and proportions.

In the 11 century in the North Caucasus two variants There were no connection between the function of churchth

of three-part hall churches were formed. They had and its compositional type. Liturgical, baptismal and
nodome but they had aninscribed apse. The first was a memorial spaces could be combined in a single building or
three-part hall church with a pastophoria at the chancel taken out of church, in adjacent space or in extensions.
(temples of Dvaletia and Dido);the second was a three- As compared with similar churches in other regions of the
part hall church with niches at the altar (temples of Caucasus, the aisleless churches of Alania hadits own
Dvaletia, Dido and the Nokhchi Union). These temples special features. They were destined for family burials and
formed a single type, based on aspecific iconographic the chancel was divided with a solid transverse wall. We
model that included the temples of Kartli, Armenia, canassumethat the understanding of the chancel as space
Trabzon, Abkhazia, Serir and the Nokhchi Union. The forbidden even for observation was the reason of this
temples of this type had the following features: division separation. The variety of inner space organization
of internal space with two-step or three-step pilasters, indicates the absence of common form of public liturgy
turning into a cylindrical-shape or a lancet arches; the and the complement of the mass with pre-Christian rites.
masonry technique of the "facing with backfilling" with It was also reflectedin the character of burials found both
imported tuff; grooved glazed tiles; carved plaster chancel in churches and next to them.They combined Sarmatian,
barriers; paintings in Kartli style; placing of the entrance Alanian, Christian and Muslim funeral rites [31-33].
on the south wall (in the case of absence of the entrance Appearance of temples with the inscribed apse in the
on the west wall); extension of open fences from the Northwestern Caucasus in the 11 -12 centuries (Ilyich
south; inclusion of temples in cult complexes; exterior village, Kurdzhinovo village and Belorechenskaya
niches for pagan inventory. The represented analysis village), can be associated with migration of the

th

th th

th th
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Abadzekhs (Abaza) tribes from Abkhazia at that time. Documentary sources indicate that the marking of
Itwas proved by the analysis of Greek inscriptions and of
the peculiarities of spatial organization, décor, masonry,
capitals, chancel barrier sand equipment of surrounding
graves. The absence of early Christian objects nearby the
churches confirms this statement. Armenian building
inscriptions, historical documents and construction
features of the temples indicate the participation of Caffa
(Kaffa) craftsmen in construction processes of that period
[9,34-37].

The analysis showed that there was a uniting feature
of aisleless hall churches of the North Caucasus
consisted in the attribution to the local traditional temple
construction. Built by means of private customers they
were not a part of the government building policy. But at
the same time, its number could indicate the influence of
Christian culture onthe people. "National" character of
this temple type determined the identity of its architecture.
It consisted in the combination of elements from different
cultures: Christian,provincial Byzantine,trans-Caucasian
and local traditional cultures. Three-part hall churches of
the North Caucasus also had features of traditional temple
construction, despite the opportunity of the comparison
with higher models of Transcaucasia architecture schools.

In divine visions of the model that were fixed in most
medieval texts about the history of temple construction,
the model often had a measure and the principle of its use
[38,39]. Strong Byzantine influence was revealed in the
North Caucasus and in the Northern Black Sea region of
the 10 -12 centuries.Along with the documentary provedth th

similarity of the layout methods of Eastern Christian
centers, it allows us to suggest that the methods of temple
marking (marking in accordance with large-scale module
multiple of one of the orgyias) on the area, as well as used
measuring values (orgyias equaled to 6, 7, 8 and 10 feet)
in the considered region had to comply with the system
applicable in Byzantium.

The study made an attempt to test this hypothesis
and to reveal the modules underlain a structure of temple
plans in the North Caucasus. The author's method can be
attributed to the modular and metrology research
orientation of architectural proportional systems. It is
based on an experimental research of the technical
principles of plan marking of temples in the North
Caucasus, i.e. on the identification of module size multiple
to main parametric dimensions of the monument in relation
to indirect sources of information: historical documents
and architectural analogues of the area of written culture
of the Byzantine world. 

temples in the Byzantine world began with the
determination of the apse dimensions [40,41,42,43].Then
the overall scheme of temple was marked. A number of
researchers have found that a side of the crossing square
multiple to depth of the apse served as a module for
crossed-dome churches of the Byzantine Empire and
provinces. Comparison of all the data allowed the author
of this study to suggest that initially the depth of the apse
played a role of a module as the most significant figurative
element of the church.

Analysis of dome less churches of the North
Caucasus and the Northern Black Sea region showed that
almost always the width of aisleless temples was equal to
two modules (two depths of chancel). It was also found
that the depth of the apse was always equal to one of the
aforementioned Byzantine orgyias. More exact
correspondence with the module (i.e. precision of
marking) was observed in the transverse size, which was
almost always set between the inner walls. Longitudinal
size was less important, as it was showed by significant
discrepancy of this parameter in a whole number of
churches, supposedly built on the same model, with
almost complete identity of its transverse dimension.
Application of internal marking of transverse dimension
of churches was probably associated with the desire to
save interior overall dimensions of the model
indispensable for the liturgy and could be also due to the
desire to save the parameters of new construction, to
maintain endurance of wedged semicircular vault. The
most common type of proportional system of plan based
on the module was equal to the depth of the chancel in
aisleless temples. The width of church was equal to two
modules, the length inside or outside was equal to three
modules (Fig. 2).

It was revealed that the overall dimensions of
aisleless hall churches, basilicas and crossed-dome
temples of "free cross" type in the North Caucasus and in
the Northern Black Sea region corresponded to a large-
scale modules that were equal to Byzantine orgyias; and
the space of church was measured with a size of the most
sacral element-the crossing square or the depth of the
apse.

The Byzantine principle of marking mentioned in
scientific sources was revealed by the author in basilicas
of the North Caucasus, Chersonesus, Abkhazia, Georgia
and Armenia. It consisted in the following: the width of
aisles  was  equal to a half of the width of the central nave.
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Fig. 2: Author’s reconstruction

However, another principle was used for crossed-dome crossing square and to the depth of the apse. It could
churches of inscribed cross type in the North Caucasus appear as a result of inexactitude of marking of the
and Abkhazia. This principle was unique for each church, prototype built in the area. There was no hierarchy
but was always based on the module that was a side of between crossed-domechurches built on the prototype in
the crossing square that was equal to the depth of the the North Caucasus and in the Northern Black Sea region.
apse. Use of the measure which had no place in other It could be explained by the fact, that eparchies and
regions of the Byzantine world in the 10 -11  centuries ecclesiastical provinces were directly subordinate toth th

(3.3-3.4 m) in temples of the mentioned type confirms the Constantinople and there was no hierarchical
iconographic nature of the models. The temples of subordination between them.
religious centers had larger measure system, but the same Peculiar proportional system, front masonry with the
scheme of plan. At the same time, this measure also interchange of stretcher and header, ligated on the
served asa module, which was equal to the side of the corners with larger stones that resembled the masonry of
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the north-Caucasian towers; solid stone lintel above the acquired some common features. However, they all
door opening, the use of wooden substructures and preserved its cultural identity due to a stability of initial
beams, the system of longitudinal and transverse corbel traditional ideals.
lancet arches-depended on the regional characteristics of
the local variants of temple construction of the North DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Caucasus in this period-along with the pre-Christian
mythological character of décor: floral design, sculptural With the models of the temples a new, Christian,
images of totem animals and birds, bas-reliefs, images of worldview has been brought in the North Caucasus. At
hands. the same time the previous system of worldview was not

In addition it should be stated that regional variants rejected but was reinterpreted with the aid of Christian
of temple construction in the North Caucasus were formed religious doctrine. Throughout the examined period in the
on the base of specific types of models. They were North Caucasus there was an interesting process of
created on the organic integrity of intercultural adoption. creating of special versions of Christian culture by
It indicates some kind of "conciliarism" of the process of specifying of Christian doctrine in accordance with real
temple construction, which was also a feature of conditions of life and way of thinking, with subsequent
traditional architecture. Overall, however, the distinct introduction of traditional cults in Christian worship.
tendency of this period was the domination of Christian However the people of the North Caucasus perceived the
cultures that was reflected in traditional culture and the most important: the value of Christ's coming and his
most evidently in construction method, decor and divine nature, as it was reflected in the liturgy, the
especially in the paintings of the style of religious centers, symbolism of salvation-the cross-eschatological
which were the sources of models. perception and understanding of time opposed to the

RESULTS transition to the Kingdom of God after death, the

The character of space development and nature and funerary rites, in architecture and in the functioning
management was a component  of  the  traditional  culture of eparchies and archdioceses of Byzantine, Roman
common for all north-Caucasian folks. On the whole, the Catholic Church and Georgian Church on the territory of
regional architectural features of the Christian churches of the North Caucasus. The temple construction of the North
the North Caucasus were manifested more noticeably in Caucasus in the 6 -14  centuries could be understood as
the location of the temple in the structure of the a combination of regional variants of Eastern Christian
settlement, its correlation with the landscape and the church architecture due to the ideological and spiritual
natural environment. Throughout the highlighted period, orientation of people, their identity of belonging not only
from the 6 to the 14 century, in the North Caucasus there to their traditional culture but also to Christianity, with theth th

was a reciprocal  influence  between basic  foundations integrity and unity of all parts of the worldview. It also
of traditional spatial culture represented the inseparable allows attributing of all variants of the ethnic culture,
connection with the nature and introduced methods of which took place at different times, to Christian culture.
other higher cultures that had predominantly urban There was no direct succession of architectural
development. compositions and spatial organizations of churches in

In the studied period, from the 6 to the 14 century, different periods, but the inner space of a temple alwaysth th

each of developing Christian cultures was under the had a priority due to liturgy rites and to its designation of
pressure of religious centers for the purpose to unify them belonging to Christian culture.
into a single temple construction culture of one or another The external look of the model was important in the
school. However, it can be concluded that temple rare cases of its direct copying and then the external forms
architecture remained authentic in Central, Eastern and were reproduced in the construction methods that were
Western Alania, Zichia, Dido, the Kingdom of Khazaria, available to the masters who built the temple. Thus thanks
the Nokhchi Union, Dvaletia, Digoria and Tmutarakan. to the desire for construction copying and to the limited
Regional and ethnic variations of Christian architecture of technological capability, a unique construction solution
the area were transformed due to the co-existence and appeared almost in every church. Reproduction of

cyclical pagan worldview and the importance of desire for

hierarchy of worldview. It was reflected in the ceremonial

th th
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symbolic forms of the church was carried out by ways and Another reason is the features of traditional cultures of
methods available to the builder. Sometimes a new
typology and structural systems were emerged on the
basis of the model due to inability to replicate three-
dimensional characteristics of the model by insufficient
level of construction methods. 

Eventually there was a tendency to mix in the temple
construction structural and decorative techniques of
different ethnic groups and religions both nativeborn and
transmigratory and to develop of unique in every ethnic
and cultural habitat techniques of the temple construction
in addition to the conservation of traditional architectural
forms. It formed the original appearance of the temple on
the basis of tradition.

Thus, there were two interconnected tendencies of
the influence of tectonic and structural systems on the
architectural form of temples in the North Caucasus. On
the one hand, there was a process of sacralization of some
traditional elements and forms provoked by desire to give
more emotive and expressive image to temples during the
evolution of different ethnic and cultural relations. It often
led to the acquisition of cultural and ethnic meaning. On
the other hand, Christian culture, which was imported in
different ways, contributed to the research of new
structural solutions. Often they were based on traditional
experience, enriching and developing it. It is important to
notice creation of international construction crews of
craftsmen from East provinces of Byzantine Empire and
from the Caucasus region for the construction of
ecclesiastical buildings: temples, towers and crypts.

There was an opinion towards the question of the
role of the medieval Christian architecture in the North
Caucasus in the architectural culture of Christian world.
According this opinion this architecture is provincial and
reflects the extinction of higher models’ replication. This
statement is wrong even for the monuments of the 10 -th

12 centuries in view of the number of features comparableth

to the architecture of the higher models of Byzantium and
Georgia. The term "peripheral" is more suitable for this
architecture than "provincial". It responded promptly to
metropolitan innovations, had and formed its own
traditions. In addition, there were several centers that
spread Christianity in the area and that was one of the
reasons why the majority of Christian architectural objects
cannot be referred to the architecture of one of the
neighboring religious centers. Almost every object
contained the features of each confessional center. This
question  rests   topical   and  debatable  for  researchers.

the region, which have a common mythological basis and
a priority of patronymic structures. This circumstance
prevented replacement of paganism with Christianity and
promoted penetration of the elements of traditional culture
in temple construction. Thus, Christian architecture of the
region is a set of multi-regional-national-ethnic versions
of Christian architecture, which are incomparable with
higher models because of its singularity.

This impossibility of such comparison, as well as the
architectural identity of the majority of churches in the
North Caucasus, indicates the penetration of Christianity
in the masses. The patronymic customer of community
"saw" the image of the Christian church in the light of his
own outlook reflecting the religious amalgamation of
Christianity and paganism, peculiar in every kind of ethnic
and cultural community. Thus the models of temple
architecture of religious centers played the role not of
determining but of guiding factor, due to the absence of
government policy of temple construction. The tradition
acted as determining factor. Therefore, one of the common
features in the formation of the national temple
construction’s variety was a kind of traditionalism,
common in its universals and refined in the ethnic and
cultural variations.

All cultures of the North Caucasus had common
origins of the worldview’s meaningful basis. It maintained
the identity over the centuries. It gave the community to
the whole variety of architecture of the North Caucasus in
territorial and landscape temple location in the context of
the natural environment, decorative and construction
elements. On the other hand, all variants of the medieval
Christian architecture of the North Caucasus were united
by several universals of Christian culture with the
semantic content of the significant ideals that were so
ingrained that indirectly retain edits positions until
the end of the 16 century.th
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